Kelly's Training
Doggie Daycare
5224 Vineland Ave., North Hollywood
818-985-4800
TRAINING
Good basic manners are the key to a happy, well-adjusted family pet.
Kelly teaches the whole family that training can be FUN!
Using positive motivational training, Kelly helps the family discover what truly
motivates their dog and uses this vital information to improve the dog’s
behavior. At Kelly’s Training, we especially understand the importance of
maintaining your dog’s trust using gentle methods, consistency, and fairness.
"I don’t just teach you how to train your dog to behave;
I teach you how to train your dog so he wants to behave."

Our training philosophy is all about having a great relationship with your dog;
a dog that you can trust and respect, and a dog that trusts and respects you.
Customized training is available as part of daycare or as individual sessions
either at our facility or in your home. We also have packages for helping shy or
fearful dogs with obedience and socialization. We love dogs and are happy to
spend our days caring for and training your pet as if they were our own!

DAYCARE/BOARDING
A unique approach to Doggie Daycare that provides your dog with the
most entertaining, mentally challenging and safe daycare environment.
There are three key factors that set Kelly’s Doggie Daycare apart from the rest:
• basic manners training during stay
• rotating activity schedule
• small play-groups
We want your dog to have the time of their life here at Kelly’s! We also want
them to be safe and since our passion is training, we also want them to learn
positive behaviors that will make them better canine citizens! We use only
gentle motivational training methods (using love, affection, and fairness), so
your dog enjoys being mentally challenged. So, basic manners training is
included in your dog’s daycare or boarding stay. No additional charge!
We rotate the dogs through numerous fun activity areas throughout the day.
This keeps them entertained and prevents anyone from getting over-stimulated
in one area. Nap times are scheduled into the day as well.
We have an extensive evaluation process that allows Kelly to place each dog
into a small play-group of compatible dogs. Keeping the groups small is the
key to safety and overall enjoyment for all the dogs.
Our top priority is the safety and enjoyment of all our daycare and boarding
clients, so all of these elements are designed with that one main goal in mind.
Kelly Moren
Professional Dog Trainer and Owner of Kelly’s Training and Doggie Daycare
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